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print speed: 12 ppm (iso 12600) product
name: canon pixma mp150 year of

manufacture: 2009 colour: black, silver,
yellow, red, green, blue, violet graphic

device: ps, color, b&w printer type: photo
printing paper: canon photo paper e3

100-yield barcode: warning: the firmware
version of this printer is 1.0.3.1. note that
this firmware may be different from the

firmware version indicated on the printer's
packaging. further information about the
firmware is available from your printer's
packaging. if you are unable to start the
printer, contact a canon service center or

the dealer where you purchased the
printer.
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This simple and easy to use registry
cleaning utility scans your Windows

registry, for invalid entries such as keys
that have never been used, values that

never existed and orphaned keys that no
longer exist. Press the Reset button, if the

tool detects errors. This utility will also
clear invalid entries and return the

Windows registry to a clean state. Just a
few clicks are required to clean up all the

junk in your registry. Use this program
with the systems and the operating

environments below.Platforms: 32-bit
Windows systems (Note) - Not available

on 64-bit version of Windows. - Not
available on HP Prime minicomputer.

Windows OS: Any version from Windows
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10 up to Windows 10 April 2018
Update.HP Prime P/N: PrimarWindows
Server OS: Any version from Windows

Server 2016 up to Windows Server 2016
Fall Branch Update.HP Prime P/N:

PrimarWindows Server OS: Any version
from Windows Server 2012 up to Windows
Server 2012 R2.HP Prime P/N: PrimarMac
OS X (DARWIN) macOS 10.13 High Sierra

(64-bit) or latermacOS 10.12 Sierra
(64-bit) or latermacOS 10.11 El Capitan

(64-bit)macOS 10.10 Yosemite
(64-bit)macOS 10.9 Mavericks

(64-bit)macOS 10.8 Mountain Lion
(64-bit)macOS 10.7 Lion (64-bit)Linux

(DARWIN) Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.11
(64-bit) or laterRed Hat Enterprise Linux
6.6 (64-bit) or laterRed Hat Enterprise
Linux 7.4 (64-bit) or laterSUSE Linux

Enterprise Server 12 (64-bit) or laterSUSE
Linux Enterprise Server 15 (64-bit) or
laterSUSE Linux Enterprise Server 16
(64-bit) or laterSUSE Linux Enterprise
Server 11 (64-bit) or laterSUSE Linux

Enterprise Server 12 (64-bit) or laterSUSE
Linux Enterprise Server 15 (64-bit) or
laterSUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11
(64-bit) or laterSUSE Linux Enterprise

Server 12 (64-bit) or laterDebian
GNU/Linux 9 (64-bit) or laterDebian

GNU/Linux 10 (64-bit) or laterOracle Linux
5.6 (64-bit) or laterOracle Linux 6.5

(64-bit) or laterOracle Linux 6.7 (64-bit) or
laterOracle Linux 7.0 (64-bit) or

laterOpenSUSE Leap 42.3
(64-bit)OpenSUSE Leap 42.1

(64-bit)Canonical Ubuntu 16.04 LTS
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(64-bit)Canonical Ubuntu 16.10
(64-bit)Canonical Ubuntu 17.04

(64-bit)Canonical Ubuntu 17. 5ec8ef588b
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